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F'ORE,STORI)

John H. Dunning

The integration of research studies on technological development and
foreign direct investment (FDI) is still at a rudimentary stage. It
is, however, one of the fastest growing and potentially rewarding
fields of study among scholars. It is also capturing the atrention of
researchers from m^ny different countries, notably the US, the UK,
Italy, Sweden and Canada, and, increasingly, from an interdisciplinary

PersPective.
llhile the role of technology as a vehicle of growth and development

i.vas implicitly acknowledged throughout the nineteenth century, it was
only explicitly introduced into mainstream economics by Joseph
Sch'-rmpeter in the eariy twentieth centltfy.l \X/nrk on Ff)T is of even
more recent origin, and dates back only to the early 1960s.2 The first
intellectual twinning of the two strands of thought was attempted by
Raymond Vernon,'who, in the 1960s, was actively involved in studying
both the growth of multinational enterprises and the role of technology
in international trade. His, justiñably famous, product cycle thesis at-
tempts to show (a) why the technological advantages of multinational
enterprises (MNEs) reflect the specific characteristics of their home
countries, and (b) how the mode of servicing foreign markets to exploit
these advantages may change over time. However, in the later 1960s and
i970s, the scholaily tl-ain of deveiopment of technology-related growth
and FDI studies proceeded along very different lines. Each, indeed,
spawned different explanatory models and theories, as Dr Narula details
in this book. Although, periodically, bridges were built between the
interests of the two groups of scholars, it was not unti i the 1980s that
the dynamic interplay between technology and FDI was systematically
examined.

The first glimpses of an integrated paradigm appeared in John
Cantwell's book, Technological Innouation and Maltinational Corporations,
published in 1989.0 Inter alia, Cantwell attempted to m rty Nelson and

V'inter's evolutionary theory of growths with that of the eclectic and

internalisation paradigms of international production. In doing so, he

xl



FORE\íORD

proposed 
^ 

developmental theory of FDI in which the competitive
advantages of both firms and countries were seen to be the result of
cumulative technological and organisational advances.

In the late 1980s and 1990s, further work on the interaction between
technology and FDI was published. As often occurs, as a discipline
develops, various different, but complementarf, schools of thought
emerge. Thus, today, the Sussex school and most Italian scholars
are interested in technological innovation; the Swedish researchers are
particularly concerned with the location of R&D; while the Reading and
Canadian economists remain primarily interested in the innovatory
trajectories and organisational modalities of large NfNEs.

Dr Narula begins by tackling his chosen research topic from the
standpoint of an international business scholar. More specifically, he is
using and extending a\concept developed by me in the late 1970s -
namely, the investment tsevelopment path - to explain the interplay
between inward and outward direct investment and the changing eco-
nomic structure of both host and home countries over the past thirty
yeafs or so.

However, Dr Narula does much more than identify the chzracteristics
of this relationship. The central core of his thesis concerns the ways in
which the competitive (and largely mobile) advantages of firms and
competitive (but largely immobile) advantages of countries may mutually
reinfotce ea"ch oth.er over time. Arneng cther things, he shc'.'.'s that the
interface depends on (a) the economic and political characteristics of the
countries concerned, (b) the type of FDI (e.g. whether it is market,
resource or asset seeking), and (c) the policies pursued by home and host
governments towards both FDI and the macro-organisation of economic
activity.

Dr Narula's key finding is that, as countries go thtough various stages
of their development, the dynamics of the juxtaposition of their location
bound assets with those of their own foreign MNEs changes. lfhile
both too are, to a certain extent, path dependent, as countries mature,
not only do the structures of their economies tend to converge, but the
uniqueness of their location bound assets becomes less based on the
comparative advantage of their natura/ factor endowments, and more on
their ability to create new assets (e.g. technology and human capital). Dr
Narula also reveals a similar convergence among the leading MNEs,
with their core competencies shifting from the possession of specific
assets to the w^y a unique portfolio of assets is organised on a global or
regional basis. Indeed, he suggests that p^rt of inbound FDI in
industrialised countries is not to exploit the use of existing competitive
advantages of the investing firms with those of the natunl resources of
host countries, but rather to use the created assets of these countries to
protect or upgrade their capabil it ies.

xl t
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Unfortunately, we live in an age when too many people are gifted with
the commonest of all gifts: hindsight. This m y account for the large
number of people (most of whom ¿re economists) who believe they
know how anything, once done, could have been done better. Regret-
tably,I too must stand up and be counted among these multitudes: I am
painfully 

^w^te, 
ex post, of how this could be a much better book, and

how to do so. Nor is this the first t ime: this book is based on previous
work I did for my PhD thesis, completed in 1993 at Rutgers University.

There are people I must thank for their instrumental role in terminat-
irg what might possibly have been a never-ending quest. First and
forenost of this group is mv PhD supervisor, Prnfessnr ,Iohn T)unnins.
Not only has he generously given of his time to hear my ideas out, he
has also been pivotal in keeping my thinking focused when I have (all
too often) strayed from the main issues. Chapters 2 and 7 arc based
largely on 

^ 
paper I co-authored with Professor Dunning entit led,

'Transpacific direct investment and the investment development path:
the record assessed', Essals in Internationa/ Business, no. 10, May '1994. I
em grzteful for his permission to do so. I must also thank Dr Kofi
Afriyie, Professor H.P. Gray, Professor Farok Contractor and Professor
Terutomo Ozauta, all members of my PhD committee, for their continu-
ous encoufagement, suggestions and advice. I have always had the good
fortune of being surrounded by people who are not averse to outright
honesty and infinite patience. Professor John Hagedoorn of the Univer-
sity of Limburg is perhaps more endowed with the first of these qualities
than anyone I know, and he has exercised both in no small measure
since I have worked with him.

However, there are those with whom my discussions have had much
the opposite effect, introducing me to new concepts that have threatened
to lead me astray (and to some extent have succeeded). These individuals
are too numerous to mention, although many of them are associated
with the Maastricht Economic Research Institute on Innovation and
Technology (MERIT) at the University of Limburg. Prior to my arrival
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FOREWORD

Another noteworthy feature of Dr Narula's monograph is that, unlike
most studies of the investment development path, it pays special attention
ro the position of developed industrialised countries. Here, the author
emphasises the growing role of national governments in organising or
influencing the interface between FDI and technological development.
Increasingly, as he points out, NfNEs are investing abroad to acquire
complementary assets to use with their own competitive advantages;
and, more often than not, governments, by their education, industrial
and transport and communication policies, critically influence the avail-
ability, quality and cost of these assets.

This is a brave and original study, and Dr Narula explores unchartered
territory for the international business scholar. I am confident that his
analysis and findings will be well teceived and provide the academic
community with much food for thought. No less signiñcantJy, his research
has considerable implications for national governments as they seek to
reformulate their macro-organisational strategies in the light of the
globalisation of economic activity. I congratulate him on the publication
of this his first book, and look forward to reading more of his scholarly
research in future years.

(J n iu ers i t-1t of Re ad ing
and Rutgers U niuersi tlt

A uoutt  |  99,

NOTES

1 See, for example, his Theory of Economic Deuelopmeftt, first published in
1912.

2As described, for example, in Dunning, J.H. (ed.) (1992) The Theory of
Transitiona/ Corporations, London: Routledge.

See his classic article, 'International investment and international trade
in the product cycle', puarterj Journal of Economics 80: 190-207 (1966).
Basil Biackwell, Oxford.
Nelson, R.R. and S?'inter, S.G. (1982) An Euolationary Tbeory of Econonic
Cbange, Cambridge, Mass., Belknap Press.
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INTRODIJCTION

THE RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND WHY IT
MATTERS

There can be few areas of intellectual pursuit that have attracted as much
interest as that of economic growth and development, as the almost
infinite number of theories of economic development and learned publica-
tions on the causes of economics growth will attest to. A significant
proportion of these efforts - explicitly or implicitly - regard the inter-
national economic activity of nations as being central to their economic
prosperity. However, until relatively recently, international economic
- .  -+i-- i . - -  L-^ L ' - - l+t-  +-^ l^ 

^--^-  
-L^ <^ñ+ ,--^ *  ^^- :^A +Lo;CtiViEi- i ia3 DCCii Si 'nOnymOüS 'vV¡urr Lr¡¿i ic;.  \- . i  v ui Cñe POSf--vVi.Í  pCirvu, !¡¡e

activities of multinational enterprises (MNEs) have been seen to have
grown at a phenomenal rate, primarily rhrough foreign direct investment
(FDI). Since 1981, FDI flows have consistently grown faster than GDP
or exports on a worldwide basis. With the global sales of MNEs having
exceeded $4.8 tril l ion in 1991., compared with world exports of goods
and non-factor services in the same year of $4.5 tril l ion (UNCTAD
1,994), this is increasingly seen as a signifi.cant phenomenon. The impor-
t^nce of FDI is further underscored by the growing role that MNEs play
in international trade: one-third of world trade in 1,991. was estimated to
repfesent intra-firm trade.

The significance of FDI in the wodd economy is much less controver-
sial than is its influence on economic growth, although an overwhelming
majority of countries' economies now explicitly regard FDI as an integral
and crucial part of their growth strategy. Our objective is to examine the
dynamic interaction between MNE activity and economic development
and restructuring in a country. The framework developed and utilised
here is the dynamic version of the investment develoPment Path (IDP),
originally postulated by Dunning (1,981a, 1988a). Its pñmary thesis
revolves around three issues, First, national economies undergo struc-

tural change as they grow. Second, the structure and level of develop-
ment of the economy of a country are related in a systematic way to the

.
i .
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RPA revealed patenting advantage
TPDI transpacific direct investment
UN United Nations
UNCTC United Nations Centre on Transnational Corporations
Unesco United Nations Educational, Scientif ic and Cultural

Organisation
VCP vicious cycle of poverty
VER voluntarv export restraints
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MULTTNATIONAL INVESTMENT AND ECONONÍ rC STRUCTUO:, 
_ , , r r r :__-

extent and nature of the FDI activity undertaken by its domestic firms i_'*:,r*-
(outward FDI), as well as by those of other nationalities within its i.i.::,i ;
national boundaries (inward FDI
FDI activities (both inward an
country and its economic structu:
FDI activity is influenced by thr
vice-versa. It is not our intenr
promotes economic development.
out this monograph that under
our analysis represents a normativ

The obf ectives of this book are
an understanding of the concurr€
and FDI. In particular, we focus
advantages of countries as they m
created asset one. The balance between the level of natural and created

ir economic structure. The nature of
,lps determine the nature of the firm-
tdvantages of firms or ownership (O)

.a"-z{ga".n,,Jt L- advantages) of the firms operating in the domestic environment. The
¡l*'¿a i ^ inter-temporal dynamics that lead to shifts in the economic structure are
.-^Qe¿.u:¡ 91:z

4_:h. ay,.vp !rr¿:- strongly associated with both the process of technological accumulation

nature of the relationship betweer
as a result of recent profound r

t least two major implications for the
licy. The first implication concerns the
of the IDP among the industrialised
vith the phenomena of. 'catch-up' and
ies that are not unrelated to the Process
:iad countries (the ETJ, Japan and the
ve become increasingly linked through
well as through an íncreasing extent of

N,INE activity between and among this group of countries which has led

their economies to a high extent of interdependence. Although the ínua-

Triad level of FDI has grown quite rapidly over this time, the economic

growth of these countries has declined. This has led to 
^ 

sort of

équilibrium relationship in the IDP. We introduce a frfth stage to the

IDP to explain this. Countries at stage 5 no longer exhibit a direct

13
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INTRODUCTION

relationship between their FDI and their income levels, since they are no
longer growing in an absolute sense, but through a process of structural
adjustment witbin their individual economies and betaeen sectors, as well
as among themselves. Indeed, it is argued here that the structural
evolution of these economies is facilitated in part by the growing N,{NE
activity associated with the Triad.

However, this process of regional integration poses serious questions
as to the continuing causality of country-specific characteristics and their
FDI activity among the Triad countries. The more globalised the
operations of a firm, the greater the extent to which its O advantages are
likely to be firm-specific, rather than determined by the economic,
political and cultural conditions of its home country. N{oreover, the O
advantages of a firm will increasingly be dependent on its ability to
acquire and develop creata/ assets and on its ability to organise efficiently
these assets in order to exploit the advantages arising from common
governance, making the Mi{E less dependent on its home country's
natutz,l resources. As such, O advantages become increasingly firm-
specific as MI,trEs become more internationalised. The consequence of
this is that the outward FDI of a country's firms at stage 5 is no longer

u entirely dependent on the economic status and compétitiveness oflts

"¡,"sn, home country, and is increasingly affected by the conditions in the
t 

1?*y'u^rious other countries in which they operate. Since these t\{NEs are
¡ *\&L'/>

;;td increasingly invoh'ed in higher value added protluccion acriviries, the
ges of these firms will reflect the firm-specific assets
:rated in other locations and countries. Therefore we
e, as a country evolves from a developing country to
o€, a change in the nature of the country-specific

$ determinants of FDI activity, as well as a decline in the significance of
s.i"," country-specific determinants, as firm-specific factors play a more impor-

countries become increasingly
he process of globalisation,
: limit, become insignificant in
associated with a country, and
might become more similar.

differences between countries'
l, the evidence suggests that,
their economic structure and
ent. A partial explanation sug-
types of country-specific char-

nt ate natural-asset-based and
ural resources) that determine
rgaged in. This type of loca-
:xogenous'. These are becom-



]Vf  ULTINATIONAL INVESTMENT AND ECONONÍ IC STRUCTURE

of their firms. The second type relates to those that arc created-asset-
based and are significantly influenced by the actions and policies of
governments (e.g. infrastructure) that determine the extent or leuel of the
comPetitive advantages in these sectors. This type of L advantage can be
regarded as 'endogenous', and it plays an increasingly important role in
determining the competitiveness of firms from the industrialised coun-
tries. The policy implications of this finding are self-evident.

The second implication is closely related to the first. The increasing
dominance of the industrialised countries as a destination for outward
FDI, as well as their continuing dominance as the primary source of
outwardFDI, iscloselyassociatedwiththefai lureofthedeveIoping<
countries to catch up with the industrialised world. The industrialised e+tó Y-
countries are home tó over 90oA of all MNEs. In terms of outward FDI, urlf,^-1"

they account for about 97o/o of all outflows of FDI. This state of affairs has {1"-r4--
changed only marginally during this century. What has changed is the ffi'
extent to which they have been seen to increasingly dominate inwaÁ .l,i)Z-
FDI: in 1,91,4 they were host to less than 37.2oA of total worldwide FDI '#_Yí-,
stock, and by 1,990 they accounted for 81 .2%o of the total (Dunning 1988a,
1993b). This has severe implications for developing countries, who have
over the past decade or so moved 

^w^y 
from import-substituting regimes

towards more open and export oriented regimes. Their development
strategies are (often explicitly) increasingly reliant on the inward flow of
FDI, as a source of both capital and technolosv. Technoloov snil lowers
and capital arc both necessary inputs for economic development, especi-
ally in less developed economies which ate caught in the vicious cycle of
poverty. With FDI increasingly flowing among the industrialised coun-
tries, this has caused a divergence, as developing countries, with the
exception of the newly industrialising economies (NIEs), are experienc-
ing slowing growth, impairing their abil ity to catch up with the industrial-
ised countries. It therefore becomes increasingly germane to understand
the reasons behind the growth of FDI activity among the industrialised
countries, and their incréasing preference to invest intá-Triad. .*- u*,o^-L

DYNAMIC ASPECTS OF FDI AND GROWTH: THE LINK
rO .NEW' GROWTH THEORIES

There is an increasing chasm developing within the world of inter-
national economics, between what Dosi et al. (1990) have referred to as
the 'revisionists' and the 'heretics'. The 'revisionist' group relies on the
modelling of economic activity through variants of the Hecksher-
Ohlin-Samuelson framework by relaxing some of its restrictive assump-
tions. The'heretic' school, on the other hand, takes a more dynamic view
of international economic activity and economic development and places
technology and innovation at the centre of its analysis. Differences in

- 
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INTRODUCTION

innovative activity determine the specialisation pattern of countries and
the economic growth of countries. The process is regarded to be in a
continuous state of disequilibrium, and the interaction between inter-
national economic activity, technology and economic growth is consid-
ered to be a dynamic and constantly evolving phenomenon.

There is no single unified theoretical approach to the 'heretic' school.
However, although this is a field that is considerably fragmented and
includes the neo-Schumpeterians, the evolutionary economists and the
convergence theorists, their theoretical approaches share several funda-
mental features.

Nluch of the work in this arcahas focused almost exclusively on trade.,'"
Despite the growing significance of FDI, little has been done to study its-":
relationship to economic growth and development within a dynamic and' 

"'

evolutionary ftamework, with the notable exception of Cantwell (e.g.
7989, 1,991). In this monograph we utilise theoretical concepts that
derive from these new growth theories, but also develop a framework of
analysis that is compatible with such approaches.

Given our aim of reconciling FDI to the 'heretic' school of economics,
it is therefore appropriate to summarise some of the most salient features
from the perspective of our subsequent discussion. Thete are two facets
of this body of work that arc crucial in understanding our subsequent
work: the nature of technology, and the convergence and catch-up
t! '13¡1¡r,r. \Y/e nrovide s brief svnonsis of these frr.r¡r i5511gs tc f:ci!itl-t: olf

subsequent discussion. '.---. .
First, central to economic growth is the role of technological accumula-

tiont through innovation. Some of the most important features of
technology can be summarised as follows.

Technology is cumulative in nature and occurs on a firm-level basis.
Technological capabilities are developed by the gradual accumulation
of skills, information and technological effort, and firms will develop
their technological capabil it ies in response to market, supply and
demand conditions, as well as from adapting and imitating other firms
in the same or similar markets. Firms are boundedly rational, and
prefer to engage in innovatory activities that minimise the uncertainty
of the outcome. Therefore, innovations tend to be related to a firm's
existing technological competences. Given this tendency, technology
is said to be path-dependent, in that current technological competences
are a function of its past technological competences.
Although technology is primarlly a firm-specific phenomenon, it is
possible to speak of national technological advantages, which comprise
more than the summation of technological advantages across firms
in a given industry in a panicular country.
Technology is localised in nature not only at a frrm-level, because of
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its path dependency, but also on a country-specific basis, since cooper-
ation between users and producers in the innovatory process is often
specific to a given location, and every location has different supply
and demand conditions.

4 Technology has a partly public-good nature: although it is relatively
less costly to acquire technology than to create it, because of its
localised nature and its specificity to the innovating firm, there are
cosrs to the recipient firm to utilise it efficiently in its own environ-
ment. In other words, technology is only partially appropriabie by
other firms, and the extent to which thev can do so depends on
the similarity of their environments and past technological
capabilities.

5 Differences in levels of technological capabilities between countries in
a particular industry determine the competitiveness of countries in
that industry. Therefore thev are fundamental in explaining differences
in market shares between countries.

6 Technology may be said to consist of (a) ownership advantages that
are generally firm-specific, both of the codifiable and non-codifiable
variet!, and which include knowledge pertaining to organising intra-
fr,rm tt^nsactions efficiently, and (b) the knowledge inherent in indus-
try and the country-specific structure of markets that relate to the
organisation of efficient transactions.

j

Throughout the rest of this book, the role of technology is taken as
the primary determinant of the ownership advantages, and it is assumed
that technological capabilities are endogenous to firm, X,INE and econ-
omic growth. In other words, technological capabil it ies and the process
of technological accumulation undedie the structure of economies and
the competitiveness of firms and countries.

The second essential issue germane to dynamic growth, particulaiy
with reference to the economic grov/th of industrialised countries, is the
convergence theory. This literature2 is aimed at explaining the recent
slowdown of productivity growth among industrialised countries as well
as the tendency for the per capita income levels and labour productivity
to converge among these countries to the level of the leading country in

the long run. Within this group, it has been demonstrated that lagging

countries grow faster, exhibiting growth rates that are inversely propor-
tional to their productivity lag. The main thesis of the convergence

theorv is that the level of technology embodied in a nation's capital stock

is greatest for the leading countfy. The grea:tef the technological gap

between the lag and the lead country, the larger is the pool of technology

that the lagging country may acquire, provided it possesses the capabili-
t ies to uti l ise it, and the greater its potential for economic growth.

Logically, therefore, the smaller the difference in the capital stock
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between the lag'and lead country, the slower its economic growth. At
the same time, income levels have also been demonstrated to be growing
faster within the richer economies than within the poorer ones. This
divergence has occurred despite technological catch-up arising from the
prolifention of the activities of MNEs, the integration of world markets
and information technology, which should, theoretically, increase techno-
Iogical spillovers to lagging countries.

It may be argued, then, that industrialised countries have, by default,
benefited the most from the integration of the wodd economy. For this
reason, the economic growth of industrialised countries deserves special
attention, not just to the reasons whv their growth rates are faster than
those of non-industrial countries, but to why and how their economies
have evolved differently witbin tbis group as well as the undedying
reasons for the process of convergence. Abramovitz (1990) ventures to
suggest that the tendency to converge depends on the countries in
question having similar social capabili4t and technological congruence. By
social capability, he refers to the political, cultural, economic and
social infrastructure associated with the country. The second condition,
that of technological congruence, is a function of the capability of the
country to benefit from technological spillovers from leading countries,
and its ability to accumulate technology. Not aIL countries will be
equally capable of catching up in all industries, as this depends on the
na-nJJle. rnd level of a countty's created anci naturai assets as well as the
characteristics of its markets. Not every country will be able to exploit
its full potential for rapid growth because of different conditions of
resource supply and markets, arising from, inter alia, a diftterent mix of
raw materials, capital intensity, scale of operations and/or underdevel-
oped markets. The role of competit ion in an integrated economy is
crucial in promoting innovation. However, this will depend on the
product and industrial ovedap with the leading country. As the economic
distance between the lag and lead country increases, the product overlap
decreases, therefore inhibiting the ability to catch up with the lead
country because of reduced technological spil lovers.

The simultaneous divergence of the growth in income levels between
rich and poor economies, and the convergence among industrial (and
rich) economies, present a parzdox that can in part be explained by the
vicious cycle of poverty (VCP) (Alam and Naseer 1,992) prevalent in
poor (and non-industrialised) countries. The inabil ity of these countries
to escape from the vicious cycle, and therefore to converge) can therefore
be explained by the absence of the same conditions that underlie conver-
gence in industrialised countries, viz. that, while technological spillovers
assist productivity growth in industrialised economies, non-
industrialised, poorer economies are unable to utilise such spillovers, either
because they are not available to them or because the countries do not
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have the social and technological capability. However, the divergence
trend of productivity growth is true only for the industrial sector, while
in agriculture there has been catch-up by poorer economies. There-
fore, the VCP may also be explained by the failure of non-industrialised
economies to restructure their economic structure awzy from an
agricultural base to an industrial one.

HOW THIS BOOK IS ORGANISED

Chapter 2 examines the dynamic interaction between IVINE activities and
economic growth, highlighting the evolutionary trends behind this
symbiotic relationship and their path-dependent nature. The central
theme revolves around the argument that the extent and nature of the
FDI profile and the economic structure of a country at a given point in
time 

^re 
determined by that in previous periods. Additionally, we

highlight the role of government as a prime catalyst in determining the
evolution and interaction between FDI and economic development.
These concepts are introduced into the investment development path,
originally developed by Dunning (1,981,a and 1988a). Using the stages-
of-growth approach taken in previous versions of the IDP, and introduc-
ing the evolutionary fotces behind inter-temporal changes, we develop a
dynamic version of the IDP. S7e introduce a frfth stage to it which
reconciles the framework to structural changes in the econonlic stt'lctr-rre

among and between the industrialised countries which are associated
with the phenomena of globalisation and economic integration.

In Chapter 3 we evaluate the proposition that there is a systematic
relationship between FDI activity and economic development using a
cross-sectional approach across 

^ 
sample of forty countries for two

periods. The variables used for our regression analysis are the extent of
net outward investment (NOI) and GNP, both normalised by population
for 1,975 and 1988. The use of a cross-sectional approach is a Proxy for a
longitudi na| analysis and has several limitations,- primary among them
being the differences between countries arising from country-specific
characteristics and the difficulties associated with evaluating economic
development and FDI through a two-dimensional, static approach.
These problems arc partículady obvious when examining the nature of
the relationship for industrialised countries, owing in part to the chang-
ing structufes of their economies and the process of globalisation.

The use of both NOI 
^s 

a measure of FDI activitv and GNP as a

measure of industrial development acts as a l imitation to our analysis,

since both these variables ate 
^ggregative 

and conceal considerable

differences between countries. Throughout the rest of this volume, the

framework of our analysis focuses on the evolution^ry ptocess underly-

ing our central theme rather than on the stage-wise approach per se. In
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Chapter 4 we engage in some econometric testing by using pooled data
and breaking up the sample into developing and industrialised countries.
Our dependent variables zre inward FDI stock and outward FDI stock,
which Me regtessed against various measures of economic structure in
order to evaluate how the extent of inward and outward FDI changes
with changing economic structure as countries move from developing to
industrialised, and to understand the changing significance of natural
and created assets as well as the changing significance of country-specific
advantages.

None the less, our results still indicate that countries are idiosyncratic,
and that both the nature of their economic structure and FDI v^ry
significantly within the broad country groupings used. We therefore
narrow our analysis in Chapter 5 and subsequent chapters to the indus-
trialised countries. tWe expand further on the nature of the dynamics
between FDI and economic structure in the industrialised countries,
given the increasing convergence among their economies. We review
some of the evidence regarding the nature and pattern of FDI activity by
and from industrialised countries. The evidence suggests a pandox. On
the one hand, there is 

^ 
trend towards regional integration and a

convergence in their economic structures and the nature of their created
assets. This has resulted in an increasing extent of intra-Túad FDI, while
MNEs' ownership advantages are increasingly firm-specific. This argues
for a declining role of country-specific factors. On the other hand.
because of the path dependency of their created assets and the nature of
their FDI activity and economic structure, there is a second trend, which
argues that the role of country-specific factors should continue to be
significant. We develop a partial explanatic¡n based on the argument that
there are indeed two different types of country-specific factors at play
here: 'exogenous'  and'endogenous'  factors.

This theme is taken up again in Chapter 6, where we attempt to
provide a theoretical justification to resolve this paradox, and evaluate
this explanation using data on trade, FDI and technology variables for a
sample of six industrialised countries. The results broadly confirm our
hypothesis, albeit tentativel|, given the poor quality of data on FDI.
However, since the analyses are conducted based on exports, outward
FDI and home-country-specifrc chancteristics, it also becomes painfully
clear that a comprehensive analysis of the role of country-specific factors
in determining the nature and extent of FDI activity must necessarily
include both home- and host-country-specific characteristics, and inward
and outward FDI activity. Furthermore, the role of government is
extremely difficult to proxy in a quantitative analysis.

Such an analysis also requires a longitudinal approach over a relatively
long period. We attempt to do this in Chapter 7, where we conduct a
bilateral study of FDI activity between Jzpan and the US from 1945
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onwards. \We evaluate the changing nature of the competitive advantages
of these countries and how these have evolved as a result of, and have
led to, changes in their inward and outward FDI activity. We pay special
attention to the role of government, and distinguish between different
motives for MNE activity, especially highlighting the use of FDI
activity to acquire assets rather than to utilise them. Chapter 8 presents a
summary of our findings and provides some policy implications.

10
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THE, DYNAMICS OF.F'DI AI\TD
t r ,CONOMIC GRO$rTH

INTRODUCTION

It has been argued that the structure and level of development of the
economy of a country are related to the extent and nature of the FDI
activity undertaken by its domestic firms (outward direct investment), as
well as those of other nationalities within its national boundaries (inward
direct investment). Indeed, the nature of this relationship is a symbiotic
one - FDI activity is influenced by the structure of the economy, and at
the same time influences its development. This relationship has been
formalised by John Dunning (1981a, 1988a) in his seminal work on the
investment d.e'o'elopnnent path (IDP) using che iramework of the eclectic
paradigm, as well as by Ozawa (1992).

In this chapteru/e develop a dynamic version of the investment
development path which represents the theoretical foundation for the
anaiyses and discussion undertaken throughout the rest of this volume.
The dynamic IDP differs from the original in several ways. First, it is
more of an analytical framework than an economic model. It does not
offer any predictions as to the extent to which countries will engage in
FDI at a given point in their economic development, save for the fact
that there is a systematic relationship between them. Second, it explicit ly
examines the concept of economic growth and its relationship to FDI,
emphasising that both have an evolutionary, path-dependent nature.
Thitd, it emphasises the role of government in acting as a catalyst in the
interaction between FDI and economic development. Fourth, it intro-
duces a ffth stage to the IDP, which reconciles the framework to
structural changes in the economic stfucture among and between the
industrialised countries that are associated with the phenomena of globali-
sation and economic integration. Fifth, it acknowledges the importance
of alternative forms of international economic activity and the growing
use of FDI activit,v by NfNEs to acquire assets rather than to utilise
existing ones. Indeed, the term 'investment development path' is now
somewhat of a misnomer, since MNEs are increasingly engaged in

t1
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non-equity forms of international economic activity.l Sixth, although it
utilises the stages-of-growth approach of the earlier versions of the IDP,
this is no longer central to its application, as subequent analyses in some
of the chapters in the latter hzlf of this volume demonstrate. By
emphasising the inter-temporal processes undedying the symbiotic
relationship between FDI and economic structure, its application is
increasingly positive rather than normative. The novelty of the approach
is in its synthesis of concepts uti l ised in several economics and business
sub-disciplines into a single general framework.

The analytical framework used in the investment development path is
that of the eclectic paradigm (Dunning 1981.a, 1988a, 1,993a), which will
be used throughout the subsequent discussion and analysis. To facilitate
this, we examine the basic tenets of the eclectic paradigm, before
presenting the dynamic IDP.

THE THEORY OF INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION

The eclectic pandigm (Dunning L981.a, 1988a, 1,993a) offers a frame-
work to explain patterns and the extent of international production
undertaken by firms involved in foreign value adding activities. The
theory of international production based on this approach suggests that
the propensity of firms to engage in international production will
r^-^-J ^- +L..^^ main factors:L¡VPL1¡L¡ L,,1¡ Ll . l l . t - i -

1 The extent to which they possess, or can gain access to, technology,
know-ho\M, resources or some other form of income generating asset/s
which their competitors either do not possess or do not have access
to; these are refened to as ownership-specifc (O) aduantages;

2 given that firms possess certain O advantages, the extent to which it is
to their advantage to utilise them themselves and add value to them in
a foreign location, or to sell the rights to do so to foreign firms
through licensing or some other contractual arrangement. To engage
in FDI the firm must consider it advantageous to own or control
these value adding activities. These advantages are called internalisation
([) aduantages;

3 the extent to which it is in the interests of firms to internalise the use
of these property rights in a foreiqn location. This suggests that there
must exist natural endowments or created assets in a foreign country
that firms find beneficial to combine with or add value to their
ownership advantages, rather than undertake the production in their
home country. These are called locational (L) aduantages.

The failure of neo-class tcal tnde theory in explaining the process of
international production arises, inter a/ia, because of the assumption of
perfect markets. There are two tvpes of market failure that have been
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identified in the' literature: structural and transactional (Dunning and
Rugman 1985). The first gives rise to monopoly rents and stems from
the possession of, ot access to, income generating assets by a fr.rm uis-it-
uis other firms, and gives rise to asset-type ownership advantages (Or).
The existence of structural market distortions may also influence the
location decisions of lvfNEs. Such distortions include the actions of
govefnments.

However, while structural market failure explains some of the activities
of international investment, the picture is incomplete without examining
rransactional market failure. This arises from the inability of arm's-
length transactions to perform efficiently, and to provide firms uis-á-ui¡
external markets with the capacity to capture the transactional benefits
arising from common governance. Ownership advantages that stem
from transactional market failure are termed transaction-type ownership
advantages (Ot) and include those based on economies of common
governance, arising from economies of scale and scope.

Such market failures help explain why firms expand their operations,
either vertically or horizontally, be they uninational or multinational.
The difference between MNEs and uninational firms is the added
dimension of international market failure where transactions result in
additional considerations to do with operating across borders, and
therefore, in a sense, has to deal with more than one set of market
failures in each cor:ntíy of operation.

Therefore, the character and composition of international investment
undettaken by ¿n MNE have to deal with at least two sets of country-
specific factors. The nature and value of ownershiplocational-
internalisation (OLI) advantages are not assumed to be constant: they
will change over time. Further, their configuration will vary with, and
by, country (or region), industry and firm. Thus, the propensity of f irms
of a particular nationality to engage in foreign production will be
affected by the level of political, cultural and economic conditions of
both the home and the host countries. Attributes such as government
policy and attitudes, natural fzctor endowments, the quality of human
capital, the technological and communications infrastructure and the
entrepreneurial and business culturc of its people 

^re 
perhaps the most

important. In the case of industrialised countries, the characteristics of
the particular industry, such as production and transaction economies
peculiar to that industry, the extent of verticalfhorizontal integration and
the locational l imitations of resources, are examples of industry-specific
advantages. At a frrm level, the OLI chancteristics are dependent on
variables such as size, degree of international involvement, management
and organisational strategies and the innovatory capabrlities of firms.

It should be emphasised that, while government policy may be used as an
instrument to change the OLI configuration facing a firrr, contemplating

1,3
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FDI, over time at least, the OLI variables are interdependent of each
other.2 Thus, the successful exploitation of a country's L advantages
might strengthen the investing firms' O advantages. A firm that evolves
a successful strategy towards the setting up of innovatory activities in a
foreign countrv might affect the L advantages offered by that country to
other foreign firms. It follows that a policy that influences (or is
designed to influence) one of the OLI variables is likely to affect the
others.

Types of international production

Five main types of international production have been identified. Each
might be expected to be influenced by a different configuration of OLI
variables.3

The first type of foreign production is intended to rilpPü the market in
the countrl or region in which it is located. The belief is that the L
advantages offered by the host country for the creation and exploitation
of the O advantages of the investing firms are gtea:ter than those offered
by other countries. The important variables likely to influence such
production include the size or character of a market, relative production
costs, cross-border transportation costs and barriers to exports. FDI may
also be prompted by the fear of losing a particular market, or share of
ili¿t niaikei, to competitors or potential ccinpetitcrs.

The second type of FDI may be referred to as trade supportiue, and it is
primarily designed to support the value added activit ies of the investing
firm by providing sales outlets and distribution facil i t ies, or as a means
of acquiring cheaper or better-quality imports for other members of the
N{NE svstem.

The third type of foreign production is intended to supply raw
materials, intermediate or finaL products to the investing company and/
or to other foreign consumers. The location of the investment is latgely
determined by the zvatlability and real cost of (1) natural resoutces, and
the cost of extracting and transporting them to their final destination,
and (2) unskil led and semi-skil led labour. Thus, the host country
becomes a production base through a resoarce rceking or suppfu oriented
strategy.

The fourth type of production is of an effcienry seeking kind or one of

rationalised inuestnent. This is a form of sequential (rather than initial

investment) (I(ogut 1983) and is directed towards achieving economies

of scale or scope through the cross-border vertical or horizontal integra-

tion of production. It is best exampled by the restructuring of US MNE

activity in Western Europe since the formation of the European Econ-

omic Community (EEC) in 1958. Prior to that date, most US direct

investment was of an import substituting kind designed to serve the

14
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domestic market. As a result of the past and anticipated future EC/EU

integration, it is now mainly directed to supplying the EU market as a
whole.

A fifth motivation for engaging in foreign production is to acquire

'created' factot endowments or intangible assets, e.g. technology and

markets, with the specific purpose of protecting or advancing the global
competitive position of the investing firm. We refer to this kind of
LINE activity as straÍegic asset seeking inuestment It usually takes the form
of mergers and acquisitions (M&A) of an existing firm, or through
strategic all iances.

These five types of international production ane not necessarily mutu-
ally exclusive. International production may be undertaken initially as an
import substituting strategy, but as the fzctor endowments of the host
country change (such as the availability of skilled labour ) the investing
frrm may integrate the foreign subsidiary into a regional or global
network of efficiency seeking or asset seeking investments. It is also
possible that the host country possesses factor endowments or intangible
assets that make it attnctive as 

^ 
production site not only as an

efficiency- or resource-based investment, but because of its market- or
government-induced barriers to trade, as a market seeking investment.

THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

The investment development path represents an attempt to relate 
^

country's net international direct investment position to its stage of
development relative to that of the rest of the world. The stage of
economic development is proxied by its GNP per capita and is assumed
to be an indicator of its absolute and comparative competitive advan-
tages. Therefore changes in its OLI characteristics indicate a country's
propensity to invest abroad, or to 

^tttact 
inward direct investment, and,

as changes occur in its OLI configuration, its net outward investment
positiona will change. This presents the scholar with two questions: first,
what activates these changes, and second, what Me the dynamics that
lead to and result from these changes? It should be noted that we
assume, for the sake of simplicity of analysis, that this interaction is
sequential in nature, and that the causes and effects are independent of
each other.

In a developmental context, the evolution of competitive advantages
derives from country-specific characteristics that determine domestic and
foreign investment patterns; The capability of a country's firms to
supply either a domestic or a foreign market from a foreign location
depends on their ability to acquire, andf or efficiently utilise, assets not
available - or not available as cheaply - to another country's firms. By
'assets' we mean resources capable of genenting a future income stream

15
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(Dunning 1,993a:77). These 
^te 

of two kinds. The first are natural assets,
which comprise natural endowments such as unskil led labour and re-
source endowments. The second are createl assets. which are those that
derive from the upgrading of these natural assets. These latter assets may
be tangible or intangible and include capital and technology, as well as
those pertaining to skilled manpower such as technological, managerial
and entrepreneurial skills. \fhen assets of either kind arc avatLable to all
firms and, ate specific to 

^ 
p^tticular location they are considered to be

L-specific advantages, whereas if they are proprietary to a partícular firm
irrespective of where they arc used they are considered to be O-specific
advantages. Natural assets are normally less mobile than created assets
even though their use may be monopolised by a single firm. Trade
between countries in the neo-classical sense is based entirely on the
geographic distribution of natural assets. The ownership of such assets
alone does not lend itself to production, and in order to derive rent from
such assets it must uti l ise them in conjunction with both intangible (such

^s 
m n gerial and technical manpower) and tangible (such as capital)

created assets. The evolution of the competit ive advantages of both
6rms and countries can be said to rest on the extent to which they are
able to create or acquire new assets, or more effectively to utilise existing
ASSCtS.

The interactive process

Vte shall now consider two types of gaq4lyst f.or change: those th^t 
^re

non-FDI-induced and those that zre the direct result of FDI.

l{oyF Q! ir4ftqi clang:s

These essentially represent those. _changgg ghat are ex_oggn_ou,s !o P?r_ligulari
firms but endogelrous. to cglllrtrlgs, an"{ painly reflect the lnfluence of
gofernment p.ollgy-gnd.¡_i1e_e_go_g9_mig gys!.en as.sgqlAt_ed Vilb ttt. g9gSlfy,,

;By {.gg-o*D!g,qyg-t:em-w9 m-eaq.the-o.verall systg-m 4{opled by-g gover.n-:

1.nelt !g*4_ep-qr"i11_._!_!tg_:*ey- ry_yli.h r-es_g-ulsglllC paf.k_-e_ls are o,¡g3,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,n1qed.;
Nfost economic systems lie somewhere along a continuum between free
markets at the one extreme and central planning on the other. From a

developmental perspective, there are two possible economic orientations:
outward-looking, export oriented (OL-EO) and inward-looking,
import substituting (IL-IS) (Ozawa 1992). Depending on the orientation

of an economy, the use of either (or a hybrid of the two) *lll *tb-qt4nt-laJly
affect both the'ílruciüiá-of economic dey-elqpg]9rl-!. aILd,-. h-e-n9-9'-t-fe

n^i:i:. ;il'É ñü ñ;ft *éb p ;#I" in,' [.n b y a | ̂ i: 
riJÁ^ i c o un r ry.

Cól.iñ*ént iñvólteméñl émbiá¿é¡"spécifrc áóiióni rakén by- govéin-
ments towards ensuring that the system works in a way that achieves (or

ltY¿
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comes the nearest to achieving) their objectives. These include macro-
organisational policies (..g. towards resource allocation, innovations,
education, trzde, FDI competit ion), macto-economic policies (fiscal, mon-
et^ty, exchange rates, etc.) and the setting up and maintenance of zn
efÍcient legal system and commercial infrastructure. Q*"_g"f!ne, ez.ch_of
t[e_s_e¡r1g¡r$es is_likel]¡ to _cr:Uc_ally;ffeef t_he Ql-I*coafiguration f¿cing

rylN E r . Flgyrygt, tLa!_y t :yj4t t g-__epp!4q!s e _hs re i q lhgly 4 y_ ltr_11lbl_qb
F the L advanta.geg gFj _c"gg-ll{y:J.l
sJit g_q_L an.. .es-o¡ g¡r-ry*_t_h:oj gh "$.
:1 !9iy^t..99bg9,l9gl' better access to
aI and improved communications

infrastructure. In other words, yg.-lygp"Lh-esise"úret--bggh-gp-v,--e_gllpgnt
p gli.gv "t4jk-9r9! 9n1 -c- t"Iltgg*d e t g !1i ! 9*-bg* qb. I-:epacÉLl-l.tqlel *
and created assets zre organised. The investment development path in its
iAEllseA-Torm*may bé*applied to all countries, but it implies the
assumption of a free market economy. Therefore, throughout the ensuing
discusiion, we shdlTéEn.-go**;tü as 

^ 
variable that éncompasses onl!

government involvement as defined above.

. : y p¡ . ly d u 1ry!. jfuai !',
Tbs_pSljylti:t"l dgp,:"11i:_}t__N"P_: *_p_**:hr*-o_99-b -o.e_twsrd direct invest-
i;ien!, a¡1,J ef ír-,geig¡r, foIl.JE-q !ft_ !h. dog_re-stic.egon-omy thlo.ugh inwald
direct investment, represent two wayl in which the location-bound

1

competit ive advantages of particular economies may interact with each
other.  Such interact ion may also occur through other forms of  inter-
national commerce, e.g. non-equity strategic all iances, but because FDI
shifts both resources and capabil it ies, and changes the ownership or
control over the use of these resources, it is l ikely to exert 

^ 
vety speciñc

lmPact.
As Figure 2.1, i l lustrates, it is hypothesised that these_.two forces at a

pefig,-{-1. -igflygn_.ce, th_._ l¡ty_1e of OLJ ll !!lt pgrigd, _^"d lead to the
Jyna¡4i_c e.voJq,tion of OLI in c-ogsecutiye pe1!odg. Firs¡, there il ttt.

'trii. 
qf iot/i:p,'¡¡q/"" in¡giit,igi "?t ^, 

pái(i."i"r_ st"ge of {eveloppgnJ.
During any given time frame, country-specific characteristics influence
.he kind of O advantages possessed by firms and the L advantages
>ffered by countries. They also may affect the propensity of firms to
nternalise cross-border transactions, or, in the parlance of the eclectic
>aradigm, to influence the configuration of their I advantaqes. Some of
hese country-specifi c characteristics, such as the quantity and quality of
tatural and created assets, are assumed to be fixed in a single time ftzme,
¡ut the manner and extent to which these are uti l ised, and by whom,
ozy vary according to the actions of governments. Government may
:rfluence the L advantages of a country in various ways. It may do so
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Ot:+ Ot,
Economres of comnron govemance;
increasilrg opportunities to earn economlc rent

Lt 2 ---- -* l¡ ,,
Uperadi,rP,/downgrading of indigenous capabilities;
mbie eh ic-ient resource allocation and usage

I tz + I tn
lmprove d hicralchical efficiency in organising
cross-bcrder tradc and markets

FDl-induced change

(including changes in

strategy of MNEs)

Non-FDI-induced
change
(including policY
changes of
govemments)

Ot2 -=-> Q¡n
lmDrovt:d efficiency of, or discriminatory financial

support in favour of, domestic firms

Lt 2 --- -+ Lt ,,
increast d or rcduced tax incentives; performance
requirelrrents imposed on foreign investors

It:r -----> It n
Relaxatron of conrrols on FDI: improvement of

indigen rus infrastructure; lowering ot lransactlon coslS

Fisare2. / Some dynamics 
fff;,ü1-;;,:i:[iü'li""g 

the eclectic paradigm

Notu: OnlY two stages illustrated



THE DYNAN,f  ICS OF FDI AND ECONOIVI IC GROWTH

directly, through the fiscal andf or regulatory framework it provides to
encourage investment, and indirectly, through a u¡ide range of policies
designed to affect both the supply capabilities and the demand characteris-
tics of a nation. Pqliqte-q*fh_"_t_.il0y.gl_tjg*th9*gg_dSlity lryqyglt which
ig.tegr¿tiogal _b-uqiness- acgivity-rg_Ug4el!3ken,_1._e._w!r9!rer ñirns üse 

"a

l.i91a;_9h!9.!, g_o-9pey_tive___g! --¡4a-rhg!--¡p-u-tE--t-o-, undertake crosl-'Eóidéi

?t!t_L'-,te-{atsó*.-iéáó*¡- jple'fg--e¿yesgsj'ItJ-irl]s'.sg-T3r_{q*4F
impa.et*o"{Lrhe" c*r-qa-!t-o-g- *_q_ gqy9l_o_pryg3t 9ll[:_S"glrn_o_l_og¿ or firms
geer*r!s**t!bi"q-,t:-iru9Ei¡glE":1ffi sp-e-!ffi
i_iglts (patentin g, iráde'maiFláwa; Etc.) as well as through Tütisiáia ór
táx breaks it migt[ p:gtrdg fgj B.gD: Ho-wever, tfése-overnrnent-
ñAi¡ceA L aA;"ntagf;é rddil"i" g."étd or overall policies, in so far
as they apply across the board and affect all firms operating within its
governance. But y{ben, for example, subsidies for exports are provided
exclusively to domestic firms, they change the O advantages of these
6rms uis-á-ui¡ foreign firms. Similady, if foreign firms 

^re 
prevented

from undertaking inward direct investment in certain sectors, this affects
the I advantages of these firms. This interaction may also affect the
strategy of foreign and domestic firms in that period. During a single
rime frame, the extent of international business activity is taken as a
lonstant and is assumed to be a consequence of the OLI configuration
[acing firms in that period.

SeconC, -üic aie faced with the úry:lllL-:lra.ilge ?syg-cJ?tgci with-.qh.4nggs
in the.s-!agg 9f develop-Felt, or that of- inter-period.. interaction The point
we wish to highlight here is that the OU go_nfigura{on.tn period r,-.1v:!ll
rffect not onlv the strategy of f irms (both foreign and domestic) in that
reriod but also the OLI lonfiguration ín t, A shift in stages implies a
:hange in the nature of the comp-etitlve advantages of firms an-{- cguq-
:rlgs, pl,t"g'l¡ity.because of a chang: il-:b_. f.hti"i ¡,!g4!cangg of in.it
r^t"tJ-áñd-créáiied ?só?ts. Elseátiaity, á-_lo¡wár-{ iltái pério{ inteáé-iiog
.r¿l i" .an increasi"g -lig"ifi.cance- "f si."i.d- atrl¡-t, 

-i",d i, á..¡é,ari"g
;ignific-ancE. of .competrdy-e* ady^nta'gg$=4,riqipg..fgom. natur?l 49seq.¡,=-a4d
eads to economic restructuring. The nature and form of the impact of
tbi-i"¿"ied-changés witL iary according to (1) the kind of FDI under-
aken, and (2) the particular stage of a country's development. The
:xtent of the change of the OLI variables wil l vary across industries and
irms. In a similar manner, non-FDl-induced changes wil l also occur. It
s pertinent to note that these two types of change 

^re 
themselves

nterrelated - and it is the configuration and interaction of these forces
hat will determine the OLI characteristics facing firms in tr. It may also
ead to a. reorganisation of the balance between natural and created assets
s weil as affecting the efficiency of markets, thereby influencing the
xtent of international business activity in this period.

Given that the O, L and I variables are themselves interdependent, it
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is clear that we arc faced with an exceedingly complex phenomenon
(Agarwal and Ramaswami 1,992). To conduct a thorough examination of
all these links is outside the scope of the present work. In the current
context, we shall give special attention to two kinds of interactions that
are critical to the process of economic restructuring. The first is that
between the O advantages of a country's firms in one period of time
(Ot,) and those of a subsequent period lOtr); and the second is the effect
that Ot, will have on the L advantages of a country in subsequent
periods.

The Ot,-Lt, dationship occurs through the upgrading of resources,
changes in the conditions of demand, and the evolution of support and
related industries partly due to technological spillovers from firm (dom-
estic and foreign owned) activity. The Ot,-Ot, relationship will especially
be reflected in the process of technology accumulation (i.. the
development of created assets) that occurs through a gradual and cum-
ulative process. It has been suggested by various scholarss that the firms
of a particular nationality develop technological capabilityG (and assets)
through an incremental process in which they build upon their existing
and prior O advantages, rvhich have been either acquired (in which case
thev wiil most likely be based on exclusive use of natural assets) or
developed (i.e. created assets), and, through a dynamic interaction with
other firms and market forces, develop and modify technologies that arc
iciiosyncratic and more firm-specific. The deveiopmenc c¡f O acivanr-agcs
through interaction is not l imited to that involving domestic f irms, but
also pertains to those involving foreign firms both in the domestic
economy (through inward direct investment) and in foreign economies
(through outward direct investment).

The relationship between the Ot,-Ot, and the Ot,-Lt, interaction is
self-evident: government-induced L variables affect the O advantages in
the same period, and theref.ore Lt, will affect Otr.

This raises the issue of cumulative causation of trade, technology and
production (Cantwell 1,987, Dunning 1988b, Dunning and Cantwell
1989). Not only is a forward shift in a country's stage of development
associated with the occurrence of a virtuous technology circle, but the

il r_qtg9jg-q-ed".Wiqh structu.ral adluqt-
rrong _olher lhings, wage rltes rising
r se_c,t_o-19 9{_ ¡fr_g -9con9my. 

-Héié-ihe

;taining growth il 
-mature industries

and creating and fostering innovation in nascent ones, as well as maintain-
ing an appropriate macro-economic climate. Nfarkets, on their own, are
unlikely to respond to such shifts to the extent necessary to prevent a
vicious circle.t

Two caveats in respect to the significance of a country's L-specific
chancteristics need to be noted here. The O-specific advantages of firms
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from countries at early stages of the investment development path are
primarily a function of the economic structure of their home economies.
In the context of the eclectic paradigm, this refers to the ownership
advantages of other (mainly domestic) firms, which in the 

^ggneg 
te may

be said to define the technological capabil ity of the country, or its L
advantages. thg_p3!Leg_4td*.¿tq*q!"o:f- the-_qulryar_d _iq!-.es_tJne-nt of its
firms *itt ttt.i.f*. b. bm.d otr.$rS-rr S.o*qp.titi_"_g _"aü"p"ggi_ggt*g"d
rró- tn.tt n"-. ."""ttyt ¿;;ñ-* tiiü.t"i.. Litéwile; i";;álñ"tri-
méñr'wilf bé' 6asétt-oñ ltresé-áa+,"1n_t€91_t !l:i::lf__r[lll" p-c;_$ee_sdl bt^il-'.
hoqL@út$-_óf --t$- j[v¡¡¡_iñs__{I-NE-j."-"Résildl-.iiorwhethei-the
motives for investment activity are market seeking, resource seeking or
strategic asset acquiring, firm-specific technological capability will grow,
leading to the generation of new O advantages which are transferred
back to the parent firm in the home country. O_yer time, and as the ñrm
becomes increasingly internationalised, this i"t.i"éú"."p;;;;ilhléf"i.
üi li lé ñl| ¡ n l¡ e " 9 "?d yglggF;f f¡il -ó-f*" pá rl i c u ta i-ir a irón ali t y
,  - ' - - - ' : -  - .  ' - i -  

- - ; ' *"" :*  
' -T 

"  
- - - ' . - - ' - - . . . r -

bq._q¡1iqg r¡qreasingly firm-specific, i.e. less a function of the economrc
structure of its-. hómt co"ñtry ana more a function of the economic
structure of the various locations of its operations. Therefore, ceteris
paribus, the significance of country-specific characteristics in determining
the extent and pattern of FDI activity and its relation to the economic
structure of a country becomes increasingly complex as its extent of
irterÍratic;alisatiorr increases. Therefore, the non-explanatory power of
the IDP with regard to the extent and pattern of FDI activity, and iis
relation to the economic structure of the country with which it is
associated belrond the fourth stage of IDP, is due to firm-specific rather
than country-specific factors (Grav 1,982). These issues are iurther ex-
plored in Chapters 5 and 6.

Second, the presence,of a certain level of natural assets is assumed in an
economy at the init ial 'stages of the idealised investment derr.Íopment
patf. These include the presence of some extent of natural resoqrces,
unskil led labour and {or_nesti.c m?{!et potential. The absence of one or
more of these country-specific chznclgristics will lead domestic firms,
ceteris paribu, to undertake FDI in overseas markets to acquire the.se
assets. Foi the same reasons, inward investment in such an econo my at

^n 
eaily stage wil l be muted. In sum, the net outward investment

position of such a country is l ikely to be more positive at all points of
the investment development path relative to the 'avetage'path discussed
below. Likewise, a country with unique factor endowments that provide
it an absolute advantage in some natural asset (for instance, a large
domestic market potential such as the US, or natural resources such as in
Australia) wil l have a net outward investment position that is more
negative atall points relative to the'average'path.e
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T,TULTINATIONA L INVESTM ENT AN D ECONON,IIC STRUCTU RE

FDI and economic development in a stages-of-growth framework

So much for the way in which h,INE activity might inreract
with egqnoqus_dgvglqplqejrt. Let-us turn to examine its role at differe4t

X"ss!*"ldsyelep¡qstt.-Th. IP-pf'd*'k ryse;EEa ¡q i;,
go throqg_h lve nlaln stages gf develo_pmelt - and that _these .qLagg¡-cgn
be usefglly classifieijrcggjd_tlg t.-o thej! Llgpglfily_ Lg b_e outw¿rd or
l$vard dirécil ?ésenütioñ of iEesé stages,
not drawn to scale, is presented in Ftgure 2.2.

Before embarking on a discussion of the characteristics of each of the
five stages, a clarification is necessary. The IDP as described here is a
normative, idealised example. Although the IDP has been demonstrated
here (see Chapter 3) as well as elsewhere (Dunning 1,981,a, 1988a,
Tolentino 1,993, Dunning and Narula 1995b) on 

^ 
cross-sectional basis,

this is merely done as a proxy for a longitudinal approach T_.*AP
{SpE qel1.1 a p 4¡3di gtl thA t i s- ill q s yn c rati c an d Sg q q!ry_:pg*clgg._ u/h49 l!
&-sUbs-qbepe "l{ !?!qrg ol*LhsjDP*aqe il'drvrdg3t a¡ds:ssg rqrsysry
-c-gggtry. Even on a general level, there ate in fact several different paths
that are taken by countries, and each of these possible paths can be
examined in five different stages, although the extent and pattern of the
FDI activity may {tfet from the normative one. A-s the various country
slydi_qqqsds_+*9_"_l!_$l_r'gl_its-ruld-ñ'úpf;@osúf ^"á-C-nffi 7érTñi'

Stage 3 Staee 5 ---+

Figare 2.2 The pattern of the investment development path
Note: not drawn to scale; for i l lustrative purposes only.
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I
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volume show, the exact circumstance of each country is unique, and,
ú-tiiÉ*itiü;;re some geneoI rf-it^titi.t Eetween groups oFñühtries,
the explanatorv power of the 'ideal' IDP based orr cross-sectional- , -  

- , --*----¡----  ----***1-,J

analy s i s gf a l^r W_g ro u¿gÉ_cs gn_tJr eús_!q yqlglflilq11p d. Thi s 
^ 

ggr e g -
iion of countries for a given time period assumes that countries follow

1 ry :3d l l l l m &l . l P P * :y b e re a!,*.1!_ &_c! _949b_qe stf r"lqll_o-_y:_-i t s _own
D^tticul^r path which is determined bv four main variables: (a) itsDaftlcuL f patn wnlcn ls oetermlneo
L,.----- -  '

gr_$i4ed _b-f*b"r..ngau _yarlebJ-.r' (a) its
resource structure, (b) its market size, (.) its stralegy_ _of economici,l?_t_ggy_ g: _ecg,!l
develop men t, an d (d) the rqle -_qf* g_qyg r*n_!g gg,l:l_SS*g:gani! ¿rtio n of
economic activity. These factors essentially deiermñtiñá nátuié;nd
extéñi ói-tñé-Em-specific assets of both foreign NINEs and domestic
6rms operating within its borders.

1, Re¡ource ¡tructur¿ A country may possess a significant compatative
adiantaffi,ffi7ñ*á6solute advantage in primary commodities. Such a
country is likely t" ipa#ñ-A;ñ¿Ntié-firms that possess O advantages in
exploitation of such assets. However, if tqSh-aq_ady-a.{r:ege-ig_e 5r34l_4bgo-
le1q__o*rr,%_ iI*iq likqty-p_!"gjh9_:99ip1ell*o_f*99!gt_dgrablel$ua.r*d*i_4y_e_st-
ment fto* N{NEs that wish to internalise the supply of raw materials
'-**:----:*'*tq_!b9g*gp-9-991g 3_-.!lyllig! l"::I:9 il-gjl'._l _._9gl!r_r_9_s, and the extent or
this inward investment wil l almost certainly continue to rise as the other L
advantages associated with the host country develop. These L advantages
include t he availabilllf . gf._ l k:il_lpd. __lm_lp*o'ü/er an d o ther infras truc tu ral
? 11. r  í "** ' - - i - ' - i - - - - - - '  . :  t - -*- . ; ' - i
facilit.igs, anü, nny ieaci to sequentiat -veryig{ lnveq¡mglt i+ gp_st!e4.¡n ?qtiv-
it ies by both domestic f irms and MNEs. As a result, an absolute or comp^ra-
tive advantage in a natural-resource-based industrv may be sustained e\ren
where income levels rise towards a developed country standard. Such a
scenario would result in a NOI position that continues to be negative,
as for example in Australia. Any outward investment would also tend
to be in industries that are either in or related to the primary sector,
and would be dwarfed by the increasing extent of inward investrnent.
Sugh countries wggld t-end tg lraye ,q.r_ggb gtg^tgr lg¡1gis ol ilVar-d. FDJ
tha,n-ggtyqgqd- F_pI, rg;¡¡itjgg !n a mggh_*ipyef NOI at. evgn. considerafly
lowq¡. stages of develgpgent_. This is shown in Figure 2.3.

The lack of a natural resource base (i.e. a comparative disadvantage in
necessery púman commodities) would, ceteris paribus, result in the
opposite effect. Inward investment at eailier stages would be muted, and
outward investment might begin 

^t 
an earlier stage to secure the

availabil ity of necessary natural resources. Such a country is also more
tikely to begin strategic asset seeking investment at zn earlier stage (e.g.

)apan). Overall, these countries would become net outward investors at
:onsiderably eadier stages of development than a country endowed with
tatural resources. This too is i i lustrated in Figure 2.3.

2 {_arkqj -siqe, Countries that arc small in terms of market size, such as
{ong Kong, Singapore, and Switzerland, are likely lo.' ¡?yg 4ot jgs-¡

- r . , r ' t ' :^  l j tT
; i  j - ' . " i_- ' , ¡
/\ ,/

tr"| :.q ü. :r,
:::1"t Jr

j \ , :  
-  

í . ,

.' r..", : _'- \
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NOI

'Average'country

GNP

¿ - Resource-rich country

Figare 2.J Examples of variances in individual IDPs

limited natur,Al , resources such .4g*p*rl"1g.Af¿*Sg_-!fgr,_o_d-¡tjes.-*5-o_-ljmited--".*^'=':- '-:
attraction in terms of market size. Thus. the lack of economies of scale
*iii-ü-üib'J füéis;- iñr'*ll*énr l"-."Jrer ;"sd"Á h.i' ññ. cap*na:

^"d" t¡f."Lt-rpsry-q-rmp-ro.xe, 9er!a-sy3rd- Fp-I--rJ:oci-ür:fitf:.gipgtt
p_r_q.c_e_gg!¡_rg plypggeg. Small populations mean small 

^ggreg 
te consump-

tion and low demand, fbrcing firms to engage in outwarci FDi or
exports at an early stage to seek larger markets, which will result in a
grezter extent of outward FDI at earlier stages of development. As
income levels rise, domestic investors that were involved in export
oriented production will seek overseas iocations to compensate for the
shortage of low-wage human c^ptt^l for labour intensive production.
Such countries will reach (and rem^rn at) a pg-sit!i,1e_ NoI- 899-i!iop_ ?! a
con.¡idera-bly earlié1.,riáe. _o! pe,v9.!9,pment, (e.g. Taiwan). Thq gpp-qsitp
scen.ario .would app-ly f9r Iary9 countrle_s; they wou]d ?ttr?ct la¡ge
amounts of inward FDI because of the attractions of thq!¡_la{ge.g14qkefs,
and theii dó-.rti. #;; 

-igttf 
not have as much incentÑe to seek

overseas markets. since economies of scale could be achieved at home
(e.g. the US).

3 Eqqn"q"ry-iq_y{tt-, The economic orientation of a country may either
be ouqlyard;lqqkl.g, export orienle*d (OL-EO) o. inw__a"1d-19"1.¡lg,
i mp o 4 ; ¡-yb¡ {uqing lI r-I s ¡ (Olawá' i i'l z¡ . Dep endi n g on th¿ ó riént"tió.t
of an economy, the use of either (or a hybrid of the two) will substantially
affect both economic development and the extent and Pattern of FDI,
and hence the nature of the path taken by a particular country. An OI:-
EQ ¡egipe !9 llk-ely to aqhlgve f-aste-r gp,.y!tl 19{ .st¡ucqpral upgrading.
Ozawa (1992) argues that an OL-EO regime is 4 ¡r-eges¡ary. cgn-ditig¡r f9r
FD_I-ft_c_ilitet^."d_.dS.-"-glgp_T_gtlt. We suggest here that, although it is not a
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necessary condition for growth in the first two stages, !_Le_,gf-g4g_r_lhe
extent 

"f_9_L_LQ_ppUSf_"effqnt?-llqp"- -the -fupts-q-tlE prpJgqg_9{_sgl¿9*t_\il4l

".f 
j[J¡_'€ d-^ " O-. iá" * ii- st o-v t L 1qd -t h -e q " i. [ ; ¡;- ;;*' u { p Lq st eq s

t*g:gl t]:t_!39:t^?f_f¡_lP*f, Our ensuing discussion of the various
atagéS:áS6umés án OL-EO-type policy regime beyond the second stage,
but not for the first two stages.

,The failure of countries that undertake an IL-IS orientation to
proceed be1oafuq.ltp,-gg-q9-q.d--ql?&e*ip-¿sq-eci-a-ted.w'Jth"'""t!.e*rrc1"9-p_s_--gygle:?f
L_*_ *-

p-o_ygf,f(Y_q_B) This, when applied in the traditional sense, is explained
as follows: low income levels in less developed countries are associated
with low savings rates, which in tutn result in low capital investment,
thereby keeping income levels low. In the parlance of the eclectic
pandigm, this is the lack of ownership advantages of domestic firms and
location advantages of the country, and their inability to develop or
acquire these. The O advantzges referred to here include financial asset
adva,ntages, i.e. Oa and Ot type advantages, whereas the L advantages
are t h o s e o f i nfras t ruc t u re. Thi s. clclg gag -b_e_* b_-r_qkgq1 b:_o- yg!,g1 e_r a l i a,
th__e_-¡q!r-r-s¡o¡--of -capit"Lbres"gbJlDf 

-lt'ñr'^úóülr";-t..ffi 
;iódAI

spillovers and financial capítal inflows.
4 Gouernments and tbe organisation of economic actiuitl Although, as we

havé" illu-stiaféil;bó;é, ¡hé kiña-óf" écdñóini¿"StiGm associated with a
country broadly determines the path taken by a country, qh'e,,-9"?.H1:-"9f
goi-crnment . Eoli-cy associated_ wit\. a p-ar.ytcular ryslsrl car.r v?L!
between countries with the same economic svstem and at the same stagg
of developme-nt. There are two main ateas of government strategy that
directly impinge on the naturé of thé IDP of á country: macro-econom.ic
strategy and macro-organisational strategy' (Dunning 1992c). The role of
governmqtlls ir] determinlng macro-economic policy is relativeiy well
delined. and is often ,rJo.iutéd with the économic svstem. On the othei
h4r,d,-theie ls-i"ñii¿éiábG vaiianc. á.o".rg .o.miii.r in the ró1. of
governments in determining macro-organisational strategy. Macro-
organisational strateÉay primarily influences the structure and organisa-
tion of economic activity, and the nature of the policies most appropriate

^t 
a partrcular stage should, in an ' ideal' situation, change as the economy

evolves, reflecting the nature of market imperfections that the policy is
designed to circumvent (Hamalainen 1993). Essentially, in sg!-h -1.b,"est-
world _l_.-_.,1_rtlo, g9_yeln_ment plays a ntarket-fac.ilitat.f,r1g r9]e. !¡ wlrjcfr its
maer_9_er&a!$a_!¡o-!1! pólíóÍ dy+epi9lly_,-évolygq ligf t!-q. Increasing
economic specialisation associated with economic development leads to
a growth in market failures and increases the potential benefits of
government macro-organisational policy (Durkheim 1,964). However, as
Hamalainen (1993) points out, gg!-grllnen!: Tay_ lllo faill!,_and so*9i91f .is
o!t_eq_ facq{.. .y¡!h a choice between imperfect markets and imperfec¡
goJg-{nmq!_t_s, Cilál iniit Á^éro-organisátional policy embiáces a widé
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variety of issues (see Dunning 1,992c, 1993d), and that there i,s_ l!¡t le
ag!e._e!qgg!-. q"-Ir. y-ha-q--the."p*it4l i"rr-nqly-e,qr*g{rl _o_f gqy-gr.t-eri ,ft""t¿ ú.,
the macro-organisational policy stance varies wideiv among countries.
The differences between the macro-organisational strategy of countries
at the same stage of development influence both the structure of
markets and the extent to which economic activity is efficiently con-
ducted, thereby affecting the specialisation and economic structure of
the country, as well as the extent of FDI activitv associated with it.

The f.ue stages of the IDP

!ú'e present a summary of the five stages of the IDP, in which we
assume some degree of OL-EO policy regime.

íil;'T-r
During the first stager the L l!y_lyt+gg.:*gI"? cgy!!r,y* ate.,itp-q-ffiSj--q$!--ro

^ 
t i,lét- i" wa id ai"idt' iñl;és tiñd;il Cññ-A;; *i gpfiéq. ói -;h ;es -"a'Jtt"gfron{"¡hé -pó_'s€l$!-Q":9J 

,ñatuüI".4s$é-i;. tie_*á;¡J¡e"gcai¡1 ,j;,e¡9a,-la¿iei-i
advantaggs may 

-r:flect 
inadequate domestic markets - demand conditions

are minimál be¿áüsé óf ihé Iów 
-pei"Cápita 

íñconie, inapprópriate ecén-

"-E;tqi.--;-e_i.sóvemb!ñ-i,ñü¿fü,"ir'j-r,iff *|$if rfi rift iilé:iülqii_?s
transportation and communication_ tacrlitres and, most impoltan¡ oí aii,-a
poorlv educated, trained or motivated labour force. Government-induced
L advantages (or disadvantages) are l ikely to be significant in this stage.
O advantages of domestic f irms are few as there is l i tt le or no indigenous
technology accumulation and hence few created assets. Those that exist
wii l be in labour intensive manufacturing and in the primary product
sector (such as mining and agriculture), and may be goveflm.en¡-
inflúenced through infant industry protection such as import controls.
Domestic f irms fiom countries at this stage do not have the necessary O
advantages to eng ge in outward direct investment. At the same time,
thqre !g qnli\ely_ ,q_bg m_ugh. lnward direct.investment gxcep!.for t lre
purpg.s,e _oJ explgllilS ¡"-tgr1l r9s9yrcgs and trade-supportive activities,
as the L and I advantages of the recipient nations are too few to induce
foreign investors to undertake higher value added operations. Ceteris
paribys, they will prefer to export to and import from this market, or io
conclude cooperative non-equitv arcangements with indigenous firms.

Government intervention during stag-e .1 will normally take tulo
form_s. Firqt, governr1ents will attempt to reduce some of the ender-nic
market failure that holds back developmen¡ by Brgyiding basic infrastruc-

Iture, and upgra{ing humaq capital via education and training. Seco-nd,
they will engage in a vanety_ of e_cono¡nic and social po_licies, which, for
good or bad, wil l affec! thg struct-ure_ of markgts. Import protection,
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domestic content policies and export subsidies are examples of such
intervention at this stage of development. At this stage however, there is
likely to be timitg{ggyglnggg! iqyq]ygg}-.¡-t tJt-th.e !+-pe¡4_ügg_e{ the
co.g$_ql-s_q¡_e_4g1d'ess,e19¿S.g.in_go-y4gg¡y_SgPAgty.

Stage 2

In stage 2, inward direct investment starts to_fiqg, lvhtlq _qutward
investment remains low or 

"._g|19U..,Pgggtlp""rlg45fg_t.-s*g3y*lav_e
Éfu !b9lr4 slzggr-M e r, m ahbe"' o!9 9 I e 9 4..pr o {u s -
!1_9q*Lf_fggff_árg:---3_Jghlg:plgp_q9¡!r_qn. Initially this is likely to
take the form of !gp::! ry"bl$tgtbg g investment - based
upon the domestic rn'arliET posselsion of 

"iñtangi6GEsetó, 
e.g. technol-

ogy, trademarks, managerial skills. Frequently sugh_l$rl?rd_ FDI is
s4da*d:brbe:Lggygf tg9llF*-uspsrjs*t?:t{ jg{,}9gls'":[Fg9'..
In the case of export oriented industries (at this stage of development,
such inward direct investment will still be in natural resources and
púmary commodities with some forward vertical integration into
labour intensive low technology and light manufactures) tbg_gllellto
which the host country is able to offer the necessary infrastructure
(transportation, communications facilities and supplies of skilled and
unskilled labour) *_:! _-U=_*ggyg&!gr:l!-*!gmmary, ^ 

country
iiiust possess soine desirable L characteristics io atrracr inward ciirecr
investment, al-tL,r*9ug!r.Jh. e_x_!e¡! -t_o,11¡hic¡--fqfeigft__fi_r-rqs* a-q,e_ 4_bfg,*to
exploit th-ese yil! {epe¡id o-n -í¡9 dgve!opme-n-!, stf?tegy,, and th9 eygegt
to which it prgfe¡s to develop, technological capabilities of domestic
6rms.

The O advan'ragg9,of .doryesqic.fi¡ms-u¡il l have increased from the
previous stage through technology accumuiation, panly as a result of
the government-induced advantages that have generated a virtuous
circle of technology accumulation. These O advantages will exist as a
result of the development of support industries clustered around primaty
industries, and production will move towards semi-skilled and moder-
ately knowledge intensive consumer goods. Ql¿ty?-tj,_"di-t*.SlJgrrs.stmpnt
b.Sg:grJo. gf-o".y**Jhis stage. This may be either of a mar[eg sggt!-ng'or
trade related typg"j_g"pdpce¡g tgrf¡g-r-ies, or of a strategic asset seeking
t¡ieTñ?éléloped countries. The former will be undertaken characteristi-
caily in countries that ane lower in the investment development
path than the home country. $7hen the acquisition of created assets is the
prime motive, these are likely to be directed towards countries higher up
in the path. The extent to which outward direct investment is undertaken
willb;infl u-en-ced"by-th?-hómé-tññtrt-Eñ.i"-ént-ind;¿A-_:p¡*lb'
faótoiT iüén.il ilñidiei-for-e.pórtf áñd- technóEát d¿lélóp-..,t ot
aeQuisition (which influence the I advantages of domestic firms), as well
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as by the changing (non government induced) L advantages such as
relative production costs. However, th__e**¡-4!9.-,o_f qylye1C difq-gq*glygst-
m_e!t_ gr_9-.ytll_ p-l*:ly_ :-"_ "b*9- ig_s9f-!_cigp3 !p. pffs"qt. "_th,e .rising__{ate -of
grg_'ryqh_ ,o*f igy+.d_ _dttgg1 ll_1g$m_9U.t, ,_?_9d*!9_ cgrye-q9_9n99, -d,grJgg*lhe
sg-qeqd -s_!?ge _91_d9y9-lop_!19gtr*99,u"1!I!9s,"y_:ll bg{_qas-9*Jbe"ll_t*et ltgard
i¡r-_y-e5_q¡19-n1, elll'_ggg"h jo-y_rygltt'-._,-!et"tg*p3ll*9f the second stage the
gre¡y1h J-atsl _ef*qsfü:"?id df_Aiim;.-linqlg¡¡d iñüaH-diiééi-invqsqrnent
*ill "b_q gtr-r*! 9 c.g_-!jle¡sg .

Stage 3

. Countries in stage 3 are marked by 
" 

g+_fu4".d_ejlg5g, jg-tb_q__rpte of

,i g1o=yllr:gf inr¡,-ard direct investment,lo and an inóre"se in the rate of
:¡. . giet_fb_ _;f_ g*'yg{_ aifécj":ily:¡tf9¡j*i6r"_"nly]i_--rl__ t+sr.j:t,rs*_té,:: ogty-?_{d "lnv^estment. The tg.S.hflql"glgal._-qap_ab-ilitis_r_qf dl_e_"."_c_p:¿+J.:y-are

irrs-qe.a$tglv-- g-:g:g-t""tyg_d-l3gr:-e-{rist-tel.=q{ ¡rr&t+ts."e-dg-osd'. wj,!
rising incomes, consumers begin to demand higher-quality goods, fuelled
in part by the growing competit iveness between the supporting firms.
cggp-*:+-tLv--e*-a{y-a{tl-?gel*1gJ.?-b-e-}u* ¿*f-e-ei*lys- -?s"t-1v-l-t1e"-s*.-v-iJl-.ds-t-.eg9:e,ts,
domestic wages wil l r ise, and outward direct investment wil l be more to
.::srj-.j:-eiJey-s;*t!eh"', i[Jhi"l'_lnfe_egmgnf ds-ys1_epgg¡t*fáih.- fh.
original O advantages of foreign firms also begin to be eroded, as
.-lt-¡niesric firrns acquire their own competitive acivantages anci comp_-ete
witl l  them in the same sectors.

The init ial O advantages of foreign firms wil l also begin to change, as
domestic f irms compete directlv with them in these sectors. This is
supported by the growing base oF created assets of the host country
arising from increased expenditure on education and innovatory activi-
t ies. These wil l be replaced by new technological, managerial or market-
ing innovations ln an attempt to compete with domestic f irms. These O
advantages are l ikely to be based on the possession of intangible knowl-
edge, and the public-good nature of such assets wil l mean that foreign
firms wil l increasingly prefer to exploit them through cross-border
hierarchies. Growing L advantages such as 

^n 
enlarged market a,nd

improved domestic innovatory c^p^crty wil l makq for economies gf
scale, 

'and 
with rising wage costs will encourage mor.e technolog¡r

int_e¡slve manufacturing 4s well as higher value added locafty. The
motives of inward direct investment wil l shifi iowáids éffi. i ..r. i ieeking
production and 

^w^y 
from import substituting production. In industries

where domestic firms have a competitive advantagez th9t. 
-"y1 

bé i9-e
iqward- {irecg in-1es¡méni 

-diréctéd 
tówards ririt.f ié ásset'acqüiring

act iv i t ies.
Domestic f irms' O advantages wil! have changed too, and wil l be

based less on government iq_d.u.ged action. Partlv becauie bf the increase
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in their muitinationality, the character of their o advantages wil l change

as a result of the coordination of geo

tó ti"g. 1 and 2 countries, both as

,á 
^t 

.*port platforms' as prior domestic L

advantages in fesource intensive productio fl 
^fe 

eroded' O.qI¡1'4d direct

investme-n1 ¡¡illlals-g o99UI iq.-qt?gg, l. and Lge.t¿-"t¡ies' p4Jt-ly tl;"!úti
se.gk!ág .s-irálsgy', U'"1 áisó¡.-;-gq"i{t .9tr1¡9gic -ass=etq tg.r¡pgr4dg thei-r -O

Q adl4ntageq. w'ill have become legs

y attemPt to attre.ct inward direct

investmdnt in those sectof s in which the comp 
^f^tlve 

O advantages of

its enterprises are the weakest but the comparative advantages of location

bound assets are the stfongest, while encouraging its own enterprises to

invest abroad in those sectofs ln which its O advantages 
^re 

the

vantages are the weakest. S-1r¡9tu¡al-

untíi' is io l;:c;c ic ih3 ;c:lt ::;gc ct

:ries (such as labour intensive ones)

o.

Stage 4

Stage 4 is reached when a country's outwa-rd direct investment flows

.*.égd _ or. equal the inward investqlgn-1 flow-s:. from foreign-owned

firms and the rarc ol gio-th of outward direct investment is sti l l  r ising

faster than t-hat of iriward direct investme.nt' At this stage, domestic

fi1ms can now not only- effective.iy,.<

dómestic sectors in which the home

of capital will be lower than that of

tages wil l be based almost cgmplete.ly

on created factor endowments. Inw"td ditttt investment into stage 
.4

countries is increasingly sequential (Kogut 1983) and directed tolryards

rationalised and a.sset- seeking investment by firms fJom othel. s1age !

countries. The O specifi i  ,Jn".ttages of these firms tend to be more

'transaction' than 'asset' reiated (Dunning 1993a), and derived from

their multinationality Fer se. Some inward direct investment u"il l
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originate from countries in lower stages of development, and is of a
market seeking, trade related and asset seeking nature.

Outward direct investment will continue to grow, as firms seek to
maintain their competitive advantage by moving operations that are
losing their competitiveness to offshore locations (in countries at lower
stages), as weil as responding to trade barriers installed both bv countries
at stage 4 and by those at lower stages. Iggs_y:llbJg ,an increlsing

for their O advantaqes by producing

'ugh exports. Since the O adv*1gt3gg¡
¡*%-,5-:r* ' '  -*14?-ár! ,*tLsigilar, L
lv-- YU" r-eJe:rerigr s r.s.vsl.uq-¡!sa-
ye y gr, .bgt h t_t_t r_a-_tn"dr¡.sgrnfred*gd

p*r"edwtlsir*yü@M,.elI"NFs.
Th. t.o_lt:f ggverq{ng{llis- also,likelv to-c_Ernqe in stage 4. Nühile

continuing its supervisory and regul^toty function, e.g. to reduce market
imperfections and maintain competition, it will give more attention to
structural adjustment of the country's resources and capabilities by
fostering technological accumulation in infant industries (i.e. promoting
a virtuous circle) and phasing out declining industries (i.e. promoting a
vicious circle). Put another w^y, tb_.-_lplg.qf governsrentjs- n9_1¡z**{r_ro__vjpg
towards reducing transaction costs of economic activity and facilitating
ma?Ets To opera-te"ffiffihe inc reasilü
competition betwldñ--Cótintiies with siinilar siíLrciujrcs of icsourccs a;:.d
capabilities, governments begin taking a more strategic position in their
policy formation. Direct intervention is l ikely to be replaced by measures
designed to aid the upgrading of domestic resources and capabil it ies,
and to curb the market distorting behaviour of private economic agents.

Stage 5

As illustrated in Figure 2.2, in stage 5 lg! gr¿tward investment begins to
fall back as outward and inward investment become more balanced. This

g¡fré,j$E1dthát^ádvá"e.d-iffillj{:1,-r41:=j gjf_"'¿
.e"t*y dra*s ló-?Eo se anA-iT p os ñs s es tw oLey* pgüñ;Flrs ;n-e re i s
*--*:_ a =_=-_-
an grqlgaqlgg Propéns-ily 

-fqr- 
rros!:bolder_Lr?nl4gions not to be con-

ducted through the market but to be internalised by and within MNEs.
Sqcond, .as cou_ntrtg!_gegygge in the structure of their comPetitive
advantages, and as these advantages increasingly take the form of the
ability of countries to create and efficiently organise technological and
human assets and to tap new markets, thEi¡*4tStq4tig"4! 4it*.g invest-
mggpos_itions are- likgly to become more evenly bal?ncqd. It has been
suggested elsewhere (Dunning 1988áfñáfth-ese phenomena represent a
ng-ú*asd p t edlgr b_19_p¡ o g re_s_ s oi t lle !I_t gÍn 4 ti o n a l i s 4ligggl!: gl 

"-" 
d

eco_nq_rnies. Thus, the nature and scope of activity graduallv shift from

{c e (

,  f  "F ' '
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arm's-length trade between nations producing very different goods and
services (Hecksher-Ohlin trade) to trade within hierarchies (or coopera-
tive ventures) between countries producing ver'' similar products. ]'i

Unlike previous stages, stage 5 in the invesgrrent developmeqj path

fpjlsents a _ slluation in yhich_ no_ singl_e*_Sgugg b_as jrn absolute

Egg¡1""L "f 
income creating assels. Nloreover, the O advantages of

MNEs wil l be less dependent on their countty's natural resources but
nt on their ability to acquire assets and on the abilit

firms efficientlv to organise d to expioit the sai
nce. Another development is that, as

firms become globalised, their nationalit ies become blurred. As NfNEs
bridge geographical and political divides and practise a policy of transna-
tional integration,l l they no longer operate principally with the interests
of their home nation in mind, as they trade, source and manufacture in
various locations, exploit ing created and natural assets wherever it is in
their best interests to do so. Increasingly, N.ES, through their arbritrag-

iggfuglt_o_"s, are behavilg like mini-markels. Both the ownership and
the territorial boundaries of f irms become obscuredl2 as thev engage in
an increasingly complex web of trans-border cooperative agreements
(see Gugler 1991).

i . ,
has been rot.d_!J:_ryg_o4ers, Abramovttz (1986), Baumol (1986)
;ff iñg-.v=" G%9;. And, indeed, during the 1970s and
1980s Japan, the EC and EFTA countries have erperienced a 'catching-
up' in their productivitv and growth relative io the L S (the ' lead'
country), while 

^ 
r4.ng9-.9_i q_lg_¡efyfy igrduq-tn{tigg_lg-e¡1qigq _b-e_g.?!_to

!1_9_vS flo_n 9!ag9 ?rg t:Zg: J-r" tlr-.1{ rj!v9s!mgrr_t_dgy.elop!?qs! p3,t_h. As a
result of these de'u'elopments, the eco.nqqic_ g!{qg!g_r_q! gj 5n_4nL jg{qrt¡ral
economies have become increasingly lgi]lr. 9_g.gqqtigl tlf _! -yglq _qgce
trrátéá¿-couñili{1g"_'l?Árc_9_!"_j¡_dl[!mj_e_lv_qúqjti-a_u-/ óiñ.,o Tt'i''t."a' d;áü; th;' ;;-ó;;;a 

-"áit-üi 
p"rliio;;f p;shes them

into stage 5 of the investment der.elopment path. At the same time, there
has also been a _'s?q9b1!g-tp_ _ e&gl_ 3T9_lg_ \![n:_: ilgg. _qh. 1 970s
(Cantwell and Sanna Randaccio 1990). Firms that have had relatively
low levels of international operations have been internationalising at
faster rates than their more geographicallv diversif ied counterparts.
Th,e¡g_Uqs_ef{._gtt ¡_'-q_ggl.l_ryelttsd; n'_n'_ _tr+yg_bd_ tq c9,qp_91¡49 tor
slovitg e-c"o.a-o-grigg1o.,-114.1Un-!¡s-lr-b*r-!9_., cg-g-qt-{r bJ*s9-ei.l4g-:r}9yi_ 1¡,r-a¡!-qts
"olgr..sJ?_s. Given the similarity in income levels, the factors of production
are broadly similar, and, as Cantwell and Sanna Randaccio (1990) have
shown, firms that are trying to catch up seek to imitate competitors and
developglJlUle¡*gadvgtggg.-a1qrs ilg.o_!gp_e_tll-o-{l:t_Lbe,_14!0_.Jnd_u._sJf y,
but not necessari/y in the ¡ame country.-T"1;k. 

thiltg"-.rt ,-ñp further, as income levels, economic

of
of

' \ l  -  L -': i: 
^Lt-t',,.22. t  t ,  J^

iLJ<3:ii.L,
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structures and patterns of international production among the Triad
countries converge, the relative attractions of a particular location will
depend less on the availabil ity, quality and price of their natural assets
and more on that of their created assets. It has been noted elsewhere that

¡  Jun'h the pro_sperity of modeÍl ind omies is increasinsl dent

-on their capacity to lontine4ll_:pg?de, or make better use of,_4reir
ce

many of these advantages are transferable across national boundaries, it
g lun, this should le4_d tg a. |nofe
rsition. gnd t-o_ a! increSlg&songer-
However, the abil ity of a country to
capital is a function of its country-

specific characteristics and, in particular, the extent of its natural assets,
demand characteristics and macro-organis ational strategies of its govern-
ment. We believe the role of government in affe_c!¡g dynamic_econqmic
re:lructyring rann ;f *"y; g""*nments
can promote new trajectories of economic growth which some countries
are better able to cope with than others. This has been amply i l lustrated
by the evolution of Japan's economy compared with that of the US,
especially in the 1980s.

In terms of their inward and outward direct investment positions,
s t a g e 5 ce-unfri e s, aftel¿q¡U_tl4l_-bu ff!_ql_qgyllr wa rd d i rec t i n ve s t mcn t
(ellos cccurrcd in the US in tfr. f lSC.;, rn"1"b;p-L-¿-i, 

""i^i i" .¡*,,
to a fluctuating equilibriu- rto,l!t_d_4_!o- d

- . . . . . . -v-_

and outward investment. Inward investment wil l be of two kinds. The
Añt *ttt .-á--if-- ió""tties at lower stages of the investment develop-
ment path and wil l be essentially of the market seeking and knowledge
seeking type. The second v¡i l l  be from stage 4 (or stage 5) countries who
will continue to induige in rationalised investment among themselves, as
well as making outward direct investment in less developed countries,
especially in the natural resource intensive sectors. In other words, truly
rationalised or efficiency seeking investment will take place as plant and
product specialisation is encouraged in sectors where economies of scale
and scope are important As the wodd economy begins to resemble a
global vil lage, strategic asset seeking investments wil l continue to take
place, and this too wil l lead to increasing convergence among countries
as firms seek to improve their O advantages by cross-border mergers
and acquisit ions (1\t&A) or strategic all iances. Therefore, in the shorter
time frame, inward and outward investment will fluctuate depending on
relative innovatory and otganisational strength of the participating coun-
tries. But, as Cantwell (1989: 45) has noted,

The sectoral pattern of innovative activity gradually changes as
new industries develop and new technical linkages 

^re 
forged
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between sectors. Yet this is a slow_p.ro_cess which in,general only
slightlv disturbed the F?IIéñ oF terhno y
n.t_."r _"f_ th.-nl4iqt i betwegn
tlrq sarly 19óQ'q 

".4 
th.."tlv 1ryr.

Thus, pro teru at least, it is possible for one country to be a net
outward investor compared with another. But over time, according to
the extent and speed 

^t 
which created assets 

^re 
transferable,t3 the

investment gap will close again, leading to 
^ 

fluctuating investment
position around an equil ibrium level. It is within this context that the
fifth stage will exist. a;ir-¿:, iI'/L,'. ¡' .')c

l"l 
"th.r 

*qt¿r, 
" 

¡¡ ,"t'¡ . t:(i

not be a stable_ g_qullibd_um as the relaqlre_coqlpanu:te-andeompetltive
go-rduelb-lhift$g.

Hence, these fuctuations in relative comparative advantages, when
combined with external and internal changes in the domestic econoffr/,
gradually lead to a fluctuation of the number of countries at stage 5.

sfer of O advantages will be
r trade, produ¿don añiltecñ-nol-
lñeach of the countries ar sraqe

Í¿IalD u n;ñgr1-9 8 8 b;C a n t v/ e I I
to increase technological diver-

gences between countries, in the laiier, it rnay strengthen the technologi-
cal l inkages between them.

In summary, stage 5 is marked by a gradual convergence of industrial
structures among countries and a change in the character of international
transactions. 1VINE activity, in particular, wil l be directed to efficiency
seeking investment with greatet emphasis on cross-border all iances,
mergers and acquisit ions; and the governance and equity position of
MNEs will become increasingly transnational. The success of countries in
accumulating technology, as well as in inducing continued economic
growth, will depend increasingly on the ability of their firms to coordi-
nate their resources and capabilities at a rcgional and global level. The
simultaneous trend of economic convergence of industrialised countries
on one hand, and high nte of íntra-Triad FDI growth on the other, will
lead to an increasing economic interdependency as well as to a lessening
of the role of natural assets as a country specific determinant of FDI. In
stage 5, governments will increasingly assume the role of strategic
oligopolists, taking into account the behaviour of other governments in
the formation and execution of their own mac ro-otganisational strategies.
In this stage too, governments ate likely to play an increasingly pro-
active role in fostering efficient markets, and in cooperating with business
enterprises to reduce structural adjustment and other transaction costs.

'\X'e conclude. Beyond a certain point in the investment development
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path, the absolute size of GNP is no longer 
^ 

reliable guide of a
country's competitiveness; neither indeed is its net outward investment
position. This is for two reasons. First, the competit iveness of a country
is better measured by the rate and character of growth of GNP uis-á-ui¡
that of its major competitors. Second, as the motivation of FDI has
evolved 

^wav 
from being geared primarily to the exploitation of existing

O advantages to the simultaneous acquisit ion of new O advantages,
countries that offer L advantages for the production of such advantages
m y increase their attractiveness to inward investment. Investments
made to acquire or exploit indigenous competitive advant^ge, far from
representing a weakness of the recipient country, could represent a
strength. Certainly, recent evidence seems to suggest that, i@Triad at
least, inbound and outbound FDI are increasingly complementar/ to
ách ot

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has examined the dynamic interaction between MNE
activities and economic growth, bighligh^qing_the evolutionarv trends
b._ttifrd lhiq-jyr1rbiqlf_ lql?ti""r ip. The extent and nature of its FDI
profile and the economic structure of a counfty at a given point in time
arc parúy determined by that in previous petiods. Additionally, we have
hlgb,Ugh95|""lL.'r_e!9-*o_f_ go¡¿eJe¡1gtrl_Ls_a.4r-nnn.e*Eala-i.Ett_u -qew:mrning
the evolution and interaction between FD_I and_ economic developqrgnt.
G o féñ méñr*l. üé; éñ tl ;;*ti "I- a;;;;il nf l;'1 h ;- i" ";;ñ" a n d
maintenance of 'cygV;ygd-]. a:!gts, an issue that is highlighted by the
lirerature on lrationai svstems of innovation (I{SI) (see e.g. Lundvall
1,992, and Nelson 1993). These concepts have been introduced into the
investment development p^th, originally developed by Dunning (1981,a
and 1 9 8 8 a) . UeS g**g __lISSgq -g|:gfqylüjpp*rsash_:aLe_r,* "t_{t p_f eJiou s
versions of the IDP, and in_qqducinE the evolutionarv forces behind
;a-,*n r;";.=;ffi;; =áálEm¿a;-a;m;a;*;r-the

iS-lg{:etlLqltl ihgg:s' #: 3ryqlg.pSg:-. {rygic version of t
IDP.

A particular feature of the 'new' IDP developed here is a "c]ggter
g"#gfSqarr ji-ng__qf_the- ch.anging*r_-elatip_nship--berween -EDI.anil develop-
ment in industrialised co_en_lflgq¿.pfep\lqly_W.pitled o_qlv _b4gfly_l!_tb_e
.l=-__---.:r-
literature. Siug. 5 reflects the changes in the wodd economy, and
paññularly the con\rergence and catch-up Process that is occurring
among the countries of the Triad. 4.s countries reach gtagg- 4.aq{b-egin
tgstsl-stags-5, lb3Sti,ritqs_egd_g¡pvth qf tlslrlQ{Et 4r. qq lojtgg "
!g".tl." iltjt "f 

th. q.q"g*¡.:ggdttio"f of itt h" h.
various host countries in which it has subsidiaries. The more globalised
the operations of a firm, the $reáiér iñe éxtffiio which its O advantages
are likely to be firm-speciñc, rather than determined by the economic,
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polit ical and culturai conditions of its home countrv. Nloreover, -the O
advantases of firms will increasinsly be depende¡t on its abilitv to

--g----- 
-

acqurre and devel op created assets and on its ability to efficiently orgeglle
these assets in order to exploit the advantages arisinq from common
ggyemxgce, lnaking the NINE less dependent o ts home lg!"gy's
natural resources. As such. O advantaEes become increasingly firm-
specific as NINEs become more internationalised. The consequence of
th is isthattheoutwardFDIact iv i t iesofacou@ge
arenolongerent i re lvdependento' ' t f f iusandcomoet i t iv i -
qgsl of its home countrv, and increasingly affected b]¡ the conditions in
the various otller countries in which tlrey operate:. a@r
reaching a certain_ NOI positionir coung)¡'s investment lesltion will
not necessaril rtional to its income level or relative stase of
dev-elopmeqt. To put it another w^y, we hypothesise that, ceteris paribus,
a stage 5 country will continue to experience change in its FDI position
regardless of whether its relative stage of development or income levels
change. This is not to say that the causal relationship betu,'een FDI and
economic grou/th will diminish to insignific^nce 

^t 
stage 5. It is simply

that mphasis on changes in economic aggfegate

prtrenomengn, elq*:bg_us_q.qf per capita inqqme as an irylg4g1of
. For industrialised countries,

economic grou/th LS 
^n ^ggregate 

has slowed, but there are considerable
.b*gg.:j:\i*A"Ct":_Lgq_*,gg'i _qg-glgrs. This is assoii-ateci wirh tne ñct
that f irm-speciflc assets and competit iveness are becoming increasingiv
important, and that growth takes place because of changing cornpetit ive-
ness and structurai adjustment between sectors. It mav be more appropri-

"tj,=*-.llg-.1_"jg, !q -!l9*e.:ge--qb.ne-l--aslqal-.-a-d-i:a$eá{á-t-*ál* ind¡éa..-"r -pr
c_o¡rr.pg1gv_e-4-e-q_g_.14

Furthermore,41.*r*e.gg c9l¿Itgl,qf_LAfg__qlLeli_e_lggt.:qgp.¡1rig_ggg-yer-
g :- q g"e-- " t{ ¿'-,fu !e* p+A*dt-u r* : nt egreúq,, the¡¡*t g ge$-e- - l grel g -?¡d
gg9_tl9"$ig-:.!lg-g*tg5e:},_Aye-!S.._p-tr,-.-:nsrs¿s*grgl.y Sl.r1¡l_I4J. They have increas-
ingly similar Íactor endowments, as the competitiveness of their econo-
mies has become dependent on created assets and decreasingiy a function
of their natural assets. This approach explicitly relates to the neo-
Schumpetedan belief that innovation is central to competitiveness (Wake-
lin i995), as well as the evolutionary economics approach that technology
development is endogenous and cumuiative. The kind of created assets
thpt*a-g".Eqy-_-ggss.éges in this (and our) 

"¡.* iti.-altéirirñáa py
i u.-.l"rri[eisr-,hs-g9,.mi.
For this reason, we have argued that, although the competit ive
advantages of industrialised countries are similar, they are by no means
identical, since ,b.^:tqryidual competilive ad.r-antages of q_ p_articUlar
qgglgl.-gg_ p4$jgpend_ent (and therefore influenced by traditional
supply óonditions) and the nature of their policies idiosyncratic. This
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may help explain why there has been an increasing amount of FDI
activity taking place among and between the countries of the Triad,
often in similar sectors. This phenomenon can also be explained partly
because of the increasing homogeneity in their economies, in terms of
both their income levels and their consumption patterns. This explana-
tion is reminiscent of the hypothesis proposed by Linder (1961) in
reference to the increase in intra-industry trade flows among the Triad.
The fact that firms and NINEs from the industrialised world are increas-
ingly engaged in high value added activity that is knowledge intensive
and of a public good nature has led to an increase in strategic asset
acquiring FDI activity. The simultaneous and continuous process of
asset acquiring FDI and asset exploiting FDI, together with the fact that
technological leadership and competitiveness are steadily shifting, leads
r¡s to argue that countries in stage 5 will fluctuate along a kind of long-
term unstable equilibrium in terms of their net outward investment
position.

The issues brought up in this chapter have been several and varied.
Nfuch of the rest of this book is devoted to analysing, with the aid of
both empirical and qualitative methods, some of the propositions put
forward in the theoretical framework. We begin by evaluating the stage-
wise approach on a cross-sectional basis in Chapter 3, to confirm that the
general relationship between FDI and economic development postulated
bv the IDP is sti l l  vaiid.
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